Volunteer Gift Ideas

1. Have a honey of a Christmas (Basket filled with rolls and honey bear)
2. Have a holly jolly Christmas (Bag of Jolly Ranchers)
3. Merry "Kiss"-mas (Hershey’s Kisses)
4. May your holidays be merry and “Sprite” (Bottle of Sprite)
5. Just poppin by with a warm Christmas “Hi!” (Attach popcorn or soda pop)
6. The holidays can be a strain on our body and our brain so when you feel stressed – a hot bath is best, it will truly keep you sane! (Attach bath oils, bubbles, scents, etc.)
7. You are “soup-r” (Soup mix with ribbon)
8. Not a creature was “stirring” (Wooden spoon tied with ribbons or raffia, attach a mix for your favorite drink or baked good)
9. We have to ad-“mitt” you’re a great neighbor (Oven mitt filled with treats)
10. Bake up some Christmas cheer (Frozen cookie dough w/attached cookie cutters)
11. “Spice” up your Christmas (Apple cider w/wassail mix attached)
12. Hope you have a whopper of a Christmas! (Box/bag of whoppers)
13. This is “mint” to wish you a Merry Christmas! (Mints attached)
14. For a “Deer, Deer” Friend! (Sack decorated like reindeer filled with treats)
15. You can tie a ribbon around a new dish towel with a card that says, “We wanted to get you something BIG, so here’s a washer and dryer.”
16. Sew a wash cloth into a bag and fill it with rice and sew shut. If you put it in the microwave for 90 seconds it works great as a heating pad.
17. VOL-UN-TEER (R’ME WIFE)
   NOUN DEFINITION
   AN UNPAID PROFESSIONAL
18. An ARMY WIFE
   Is like a tea bag, You
   Never know how strong
   She is until she gets in
   Hot water!
19. Keep Me Posted! (Bag of Post It Notes)
20. Thank you for your bubbly spirit! (Bottle of bubbles)
21. You light up my day! (Candles)
22. A Cracker Jack Idea … Thanks! (Bag/Box of Cracker Jacks)
23. Hugs, a Kiss and a Squeeze! (Squeeze Juice Bottle, Hugs and Kisses Candy)
24. Thanks!! You’ve energized us!! (Energizer Batteries)
25. If friends were flowers, I’d pick you! (Floral idea)
26. Sending you some Sunshine, Laughter and Hugs! (Bag of Hugs Candy)
27. Thank you from the heart!! (Heart container filled with candy)
28. Thanks for the Helping Hand!! (Container decorated with hand stickers)
29. You have given us the sweet smell of success! Thanks. (Bag of potpourri)
30. You are a lifesaver!! (Bag of Life Savers)
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31. Thank you smore much!!! (Bag of Hershey’s Candy Bars, Graham Crackers and Marshmallows)
32. The best present ever: Friendship and chocolate! (Bag of chocolates)
33. Volunteers are the heart of the FRG. (Paint on a wooden heart)
34. You are the Catch of the Day! (Container decorated with fish/fishing stickers and Swedish Fish inside)
35. We salute you ... and want you to know we’re very proud of you. (Candy bar wrapped in camouflage paper with soldier bear)
36. Thanks a Latte! (Container with coffee)
37. Thanks a Bunch! (Bouquet of flowers)
38. Thank you Berry Much!! (Book decorated with strawberry stamps or stickers)
39. No gift can compare to a friend who is always there!
40. Thanks for all the little things you do!
41. From the minute you begin it, hope your day has fun things in it! (Bag of confetti)
42. Friends are the life of the party! (Bag of confetti)
43. Friends, like flowers, give pleasure just by being.
44. Friends are Flowers in the Garden of Life.
45. I love you not only for what you are but for what I am when I am with you.
46. Friendship is the best gift tied with heartstrings.
47. Your thoughtfulness means more than words can say.
48. Thank you for all you have done.
49. Thanks for the memories.
50. May every day be a celebration of the heart. (Bag filled with heart confetti)